Coffee machines for everyday

PROVEN PERFORMANCE,
NEXT GENERATION DESIGN
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Coffee machines for everyday

ENERGY
EFFICIENT
INSULATION
Improved insulation thanks to Drytex® Thermical
technology wrapped around the boiler.

13%

LESS ENERGY
CONSUMPTION*

CONSUMPTION

20%

OVERALL
REDUCTION

Overall reduction in energy consumption and
environmental impact than previous model**.

APPIA LIFE:
PRODUCTIVITY
AND CONSISTENCY
 ROVEN PERFORMANCE, NEW GENERATION
P
Designed for consistent, exceptional coffee. The Appia Life features the same
proven technology as previous Appia models with new, improved features. Updates
include soft-touch portafilter, adjustable steel steam wand, wide-work surface, and
dual scale pressure gauge. All while maintaining the high-quality Nuova Simonelli is
famed for.
RELIABILITY PERFORMANCE, MAXIMUM QUALITY
The Soft Infusion System (SIS) gently pre-wets the coffee cake for a gentle,
even extraction resulting in maximum flavour. Durable and sustainable
materials mean there’s less machine but more engagement. The lower profile
makes it easier for the barista to interact with the customer.
SMART AND SIMPLE
Unique features to make things quick and simple - automatic cleaning function,
adjustable steam arm, easy maintenance with adjustable nozzle, new side
opening system and redesigned groups to ensure minimal disruption.

GREAT COMFORT
MEANS HAPPY BARISTAS
REVERSE MIRROR
This feature allows the barista to check the coffee dripping and cleanliness of
the filter holder from a much more comfortable position.

ALIGNED CUP WARMER
 he cup warmer is aligned with the top of the machine. Thanks to this
T
feature, the user has an easier reach and speeds up the working process.

PUSH BUTTON PANEL
The push-button panel has been recreated to be user
friendly and more resistant in the long run.

EASY MAINTENANCE
Appia Life has been designed to be more efficient when it come to maintenance. The
complete new style of the machine facilitates the user in any operations routine. Its
new adjustable nozzle attachment, new side opening system and redesigned groups,
are all features that allow it to be majorly efficient.

NEW BARISTA
FRIENDLY
DESIGN
Designed for simplicity of use with new ergonomic
features to improve day to day usability for baristas.
Includes a reverse mirror, which allows the barista to
check the group head for cleanliness and dripping from
a comfortable position, user-friendly push button panel
which is more responsive to the barista. All in a sleek
look with chrome panels.
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Appia Life has all the great features of
the previous Appia, only better; push
& pull levers, soft-touch portafilter,
stainless steel drip tray, adjustable steel
nozzles, the wide work surface, the water
level indicator, the dual scale pressure
gauge and the raised or standard height
groups are all re-confirmed features
of this incredible machine.
Other optional features including
Easycream technology: replicating
the milk-texturing process for
velvety milk quality every time.

REVERSE
MIRROR

STAINLESS STEEL
STEAM WAND

For more information contact:
T: 01908 275 520
W: www.ucc-coffee.co.uk
E: sales.order@ucc-coffee.co.uk

